NORTH CAMPUS RESEARCH COMPLEX

FACT SHEET

3,056 PEOPLE
Work at NCRC as of July 2017

267 TOTAL
Faculty Members

81
Wet Lab Faculty Members

WORk AT NCRC

11 ADVANCED INSTRUMENTS
Let scientists and engineers study materials at the most detailed level

2 PRIVATE COMPANIES
Denso Ford

1 PUBLIC
Veterans Affairs

65 LAUNCHED VENTURE
Accelerator Companies

PARTNERSHIPS

10
University of Michigan Schools

7 RESEARCH GROUPS
Biointerfaces Institute
Cardiovascular Research Center
Chemical Engineering
Comprehensive Cancer Center
Computational Medicine and Bioinformatics
Emergency Medicine
Michigan Center for Integrative Research in Critical Care

3 INSTITUTES
Biointerfaces Institute
Institute for Healthcare Policy and Innovation
Michigan Institute for Clinical & Health Research

GROWTH

15 NEW BUSINESSES
Opened up on Plymouth Rd since June 2009

541,336
Rides on the North-East Shuttle (July 2014 - July 2017)

1,578
Rides on the Bio Research Shuttle (June 2014 - July 2017)

COMMUNITY

82% SATISFIED WITH QUALITY OF LIFE

EVENTS

32 ACRES
Of NCRC land transformed into Mcity, a testing ground for connected and automated vehicles by the Mobility Transformation Center

FINANCES

$135M in operating expenses

$82M in total capital expenses

FY2010 - FY2017

$108 MILLION
To acquire NCRC in 2009

ART

41 Total art exhibits

MCARD

14,024
Mcards Granted NCRC Access (July 2017)